VIRTUALIZING THE
ONSITE EXPERIENCE
Walk the site
Without being onsite

Precision Facility Group
Precision Facility Group has solved the challenges
of lack of visibility and validation. Whether your
project scopes include transitions, activations,
moves, furniture services, new construction
FF&E, or decommissioning projects, PFG can
give you full transparency to project progression
and status in real time. Along with photos and
video, PFG›s Remote Control solution is an
easy to deploy tool that provides collaborative
documentation in any environment.

precision-fg.com

REMOTE
CONTROL
NO Layers, NO Delays
precision-fg.com
833-426-0432

Empowering project managers, move
managers and clients through easy to
deploy technologies, PFG manages the
“brick & mortar” services that provide
transportation, delivery, installation, removal
and storage to the Corporate Workplace,
Healthcare, Hospitality & Retail sectors.
PFG’s Remote Control is a hybrid tool that
captures data in the field and synchronizes
data in real time with offsite personnel,
including project managers and clients.
Remote Control is manufacturer agnostic
and seamlessly collaborates with legacy
systems and SAAS solutions. Using a
phone, tablet, or laptop, Remote Control
can provide valuable information back to
teammates, project managers or clients.
This allows for just-in-time business
decisions that are critical when companies
need to adapt quickly to uncertain project
conditions.
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Industrial

PROBLEMS OF MANAGING SERVICES
IN A POST COVID-19 WORLD

Productivity

Visibility

Accuracy

COVID-19 has impacted organizations in a large way, escpecially those that continue
to require onsite services. Travel restrictions and lack of access have impacted
productivity. Lack of visibility to the work environment compounds issues with
accuracy of floorplans, inventories, or status of a project.
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REMOTE CONTROL
Walk the site
Without being onsite

Capture assets and
validate inventories, floor
plans, etc. in real-time
Anyone with a phone, tablet,
or laptop can capture the
information needed using a wi-fi
or cellular connection

Bring critical
information into view
Remote teams can share their
real-time view with a project
manager or client, assuring
projects stay on track

Combine documents,
pictures & video for more
seamless workflows
Manage inventories, photos and
documents in real-time, then
integrate data with existing office
software

Communicate detailed
descriptions
Provide accurate assessments
from the field, including progress
reports, during a move or
transition project

Collaborate with remote
teams in real-time
One-to-one communication
guarantees your remote team is
staying on task, helping to reduce
costly change orders

PRECISION FACILITY GROUP
REMOTE CONTROL

EASY TO UNDERSTAND SOLUTIONS THAT PROVIDE
REAL-TIME UPDATES OF ACTIVITY AND ASSETS
UTILIZING DASHBOARDS, WITH CUSTOMIZED DETAIL
DOCUMENTATION.

Our flexible service models are customized to the specific industries we serve; Corporate Workplace,
Healthcare, Hospitality, and Retail. Whether it is Energy Management, Furniture Procurement, or
Moving and Logistics, we provide services to get you into and feel comfortable in your facility and
space.
(833) 426-0432 info@precision-fg.com 8201 S 48th St, Phoenix, AZ 85044

